
OmniFlex™ SUV™

HIGHLIGHTS

� The first practical whole-building mop
replacement ever developed.

� Very low cost of ownership.

� No Technician Repair – can be
maintained and repaired in minutes
by non-technicians.

� Really fast – over 20,000 sq. ft. per
hour.

� Removes ~99% of surface soil on all
types of hard floors.

� Reduces the risk of
slip-and-fall accidents.

� Powered by Lithium-ion Smart
Battery technology.

� Kaivac’s optional premeasured
chemical packets provide maximum
convenience, control and productivity.

Say goodbye to the traditional janitor’s cart. The
Lithium-ion powered OmniFlex™ SUV™ is the
first practical whole building mop replacement
ever developed. In fact, it’s a true all-in-one system
that not only replaces mops and buckets, but
also wet vacuums, dust mops, and in some

cases, autoscrubbers. Plus, it reduces trash volume by up to two-thirds with
its integrated trash compactor.

Most important, it gets floors and other surfaces really clean, really fast.
The Ultimate in Crossover Cleaning, it combines high-speed push-behind
cleaning for large areas with the precision and flexibility of
a vacuumwand for smaller, congested areas, tight corners,
or grouted floors. The result is a compact cart that‘s
three-four times faster thanmopping and 30-60 times better.

PERFECT FOR:

Restroom Cleaning
Spill Response and Pickup
Entrances and Vestibules
Weather-related Cleaning
Daily Floor Cleaning
Remote Areas
Day Cleaning
Team Cleaning

Retail
Education
Sports/Fitness
Office Buildings
Industrial
And more…
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Get hard surface floors really clean, really fast — at a fraction of the
cost. Perfect for high speed cleaning of even the most challenging
areas in your facility, the grab-and-go OmniFlex SUV provides the
ideal balance of productivity, cleaning performance, simplicity and
cost-effectiveness.

One single platform uniquely addresses the key floor care challenges
that our customers consider the most critical:

Restrooms
No area of the building generates more complaints than the restroom,
and floors are the main source. Eliminate mopping and eliminate the
complaints.

Spill Response
The SUV enables rapid and complete removal of spill contents to
keep employees, customers and surfaces safe. Plus, floors are clean
and dry for immediate use.

Entranceways
Entranceways are the highest traffic spots in a building, but they’re also critical for first impressions and safety. Its
cordless and nimble maneuverability enable cleaning of entrances and mats throughout the day.

Weather Related
The SUV is perfect for weather-related cleaning like snow, salt, water and mud pickup for improved floor safety
and perfect first impressions. Its cordless and nimble maneuverability enable cleaning throughout the day.

Specialty
Foodservice, pharmacy and other specialty areas demand improved sanitation and assurance against cross-
contamination. The SUV keeps these areas clean, inviting and hygienic.

Daily Floor Care
Toss the mop and use the SUV for daily cleaning of hallways, lobbies, aisle ways, entranceways, gyms, cafeterias
and more. Many facilities even use it in place autoscrubbers.

TheHighNeeds of Facility Cleaning.
The SUV™ Includes:

� OmniFlex Trolley-Bucket

� OmniFlex Wet/Dry Vacuum with DC Motor

� AutoVac Add-on Kit (installed)

� Vacuum Wand and Hose

� Lithium-ion Smart Battery Box with Charger

Included Accessories

� Trash Compactor Wand and Strap-on Can
(holds 100 gallons of trash)

� Speed Spreader

� Wet Floor Sign

� Dust Pan and Broom

� Rear-Mounted Supply Bag

� Front Tote/Supply Bag

Vacuum Specifications:

Vacuum Tank 10 Gallons (37,85 l)

Vacuum Tank Cleanout 100% via Dump/Drain Hose

CFM 90 cfm (2549 l/min)

Vacuum Motor Lift 92 inches (233,7 cm)
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Fast, thorough spill pick-up. One pass rinse, clean and dry. Perfect for restroom floors. Clean and dry entranceways. Clean, safe gym and fitness floors.

Easy, Fast, Convenient
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